National Planning Framework 4 Call for Ideas
RESPONDENT INFORMATION FORM
Please Note this form must be completed and returned with your response.
Please send responses to scotplan@gov.scot. Further information about the National
Planning Framework is available at www.transformingplanning.scot
To find out how we handle your personal data, please see our privacy policy:
https://beta.gov.scot/privacy/
Are you responding as an individual or an organisation?

Individual
Organisation
Full name or organisation’s name
Cockenzie and Port Seton Community Council
Phone number
Address
Port Seton Centre
Port Seton
East Lothian

Postcode

EH32 0BQ

Email

cockenzieandportseton@hotmail.com

Information for organisations:

The Scottish Government would like your per
The option 'Publish response only (without
Please
name)’ is available for individual respondents
indicate your publishing preference:
only. If this option is selected, the organisation
name will still be published.

Publish response with name
Publish response only (without name)
Do not publish response
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If you choose the option 'Do not publish
response', your organisation name may still be
listed as having responded to the call for ideas.

We will share your response internally with other Scottish Government policy teams
who may be addressing the issues you discuss. They may wish to contact you again
in the future, but we require your permission to do so. Are you content for Scottish
Government to contact you again in relation to this consultation exercise?
Yes
No
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NPF4: The Scottish Government has identified a number of priorities that planning could focus on in the future. The
work carried out by ELC / Peter Brett in the Cockenzie Masterplan, provides most of the answers.
The Cockenzie Masterplan is ambitious, maximises the economic and social impact and creates the environment and
opportunities that support a flourishing economy. It can help build a prosperous, safe and sustainable location for
current and future generations. It is a key catalyst for positive change that can make a significant contribution to
sustainable economic growth locally, regionally and nationally. The Masterplan demonstrates that Cockenzie has the
necessary assets and ingredients to be of significant investment interest to both national and global markets.
The three key objectives of the Masterplan Vision are Flourishing Economy, Active Communities & Sustainable Place.

NPF4 Questions
1.What development will we need to address climate change?
Think about:




What do we need to do to reach the target of 0 emissions by
2045
The opportunities that this could provide to support jobs and the
economy
How places can be made more resilient to the long term impacts
of climate change
What climate change friendly places might look like in the future


2.How can planning best support our quality of life, health
and wellbeing in the future? Think about:







Where we might want to live in 2050;
How many and what types of homes will we need;
How we can encourage more people to live in rural Scotland;
Whether we could target development to address longstanding
differences in health and quality of life;
Whether and where we might need new settlements and
regeneration of existing communities;
How places could be more inclusive, diverse, creative, vibrant,
safe, resilient and empowering.

3.What does planning need to do to enable development &
investment in our economy to benefit everyone? Think about:








What our economy might look like in 2050;
How planning can anticipate and respond to the economic
challenges of Brexit;
What the key sectors might be and what infrastructure they may
need to support them;
How planning could stimulate and distribute growth;
What type, scale and distribution of business and industrial land
and premises will be needed;
Where significant investment sites might be;
How economic opportunities could improve, or be accessible
from places where deprivation is concentrated.

4. How can planning improve, protect and strengthen the
special character of our places? Think about:










What special places will need protection in the future;
What the future might be for our rural, coastal and island
communities;
How we could unlock the potential of vacant and derelict land;
What our city and town centres might look like in the future;
Whether we need to think about the concept of green belts;
How we can get the most out of our productive land;
How we can protect and restore peatland;
How we can plan blue and green infrastructure;
How we can strengthen the character and heritage of our many
different places.

5. What infrastructure do we need to plan and build to realise
our long term aspirations? Think about:
What infrastructure will we need in the future;
How can we make better use of existing infrastructure capacity, including

Masterplan Response (Exec Summary P5&6)
Flourishing Economy: to develop the area’s
economic potential; to strengthen the area’s
transport connections; to make the local
communities vibrant and economically viable.

Active Communities – to build sustainable
attractive communities;
Sustainable Place – to extend and improve the
green network and protect the area’s natural
heritage; to improve the sense of place and to
protect, enhance and promote historic and cultural
environments; and to contribute to climate change
mitigation and adaption.
In years to come ‐ and sooner than we might
realise ‐ economy will be driven by environmental
consideration and measured mixed development
rather than mass development at all costs.
Planning should look at sites being mixed used
developments, with small & medium sizes businesses,
not one large site with one large business. Ensuring a
range of jobs skills that could employ local people with
different skills and give opportunities to people from
different social backgrounds improved job prospects in
the local area where there is deprivation

Sustainable Place – to extend and improve the
green network and protect the area’s natural
heritage; to improve the sense of place and to
protect, enhance and promote historic and cultural
environments; and to contribute to climate change
mitigation and adaption.

Key deliverables of the Cockenzie Masterplan are:
 NPF compliant – energy + additional mixed
uses
 90,000 sqm of employment space (3500

through innovation;
Where transport connections will be needed to support future
development;
Where our international gateways, hubs and links will be in a post Brexit
world;
How we can sustain our lifelines;
How digital connectivity could change the way we life and work;
Where our natural resources for energy are;
What emerging and future technologies we will need to plan for.







jobs approx);
Investment potential – phasing options
Strategic connection and community
access;
New green links and recreational space;
Scale, identify and positive brand;
Strong community input.

East Lothian Council Cockenzie Masterplan
A Vision for our Communities
Greenhills: delivering the Masterplan In conjunction with
Cockenzie & Port Seton Community Council
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The Cockenzie Masterplan,
Zone 3 ‘The Coal Store’

Zone 3 in The Masterplan is the ‘power-house’ of
the development.
An employment zone to bring jobs and
apprenticeship opportunities, as well as the
creation of a remarkable and unique landscape for
a range of settings. From light industrial through to
office and HQ potential.
Excess surface water is a reality and existing
concern; The Masterplan addresses that issue by
ELC Cockenzie Masterplan
diverting excess surface water from the north of
the site and reusing it as a valuable asset and visual commodity (SuDS), with the
potential for outdoors recreation and water-based pursuits.
Parallels can be drawn with Edinburgh Park and
Gogarburn in considering the value of quality
landscaping in attracting investment and high
quality development.
The Masterplan suggests that Zone 3, The Coal
Plant, could be accessed from the ‘coal road’ the
B6371 and that it could contain the highest density
of employment uses as well as some of the most
powerful landscape assets.

‘This could act as a catalyst, together with other site benefits such as good
infrastructural connections, a local indigenous potential workforce and an
attractive marine environment, for a really strong local employment area which
would help to create a place with a full spectrum of assets, from landscape,
jobs, recreation through to potential for a very high quality of life.’
The Masterplan, Section 8, page 62
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The masterplan/

In June 2018, The Edinburgh Evening News carried an article ‘Business case for
proposed new film studio very close’ outlining how Creative Scotland were close
to putting forward a business case to ministers for a new film studio in Scotland.
The studio would be separate to Wardpark Studio in Cumbernauld (potentially
looking at 100s of jobs and pumping 10s of millions of pounds into the local economy
over the next two decades, Jim Logue, North Lanarkshire Council) and separate to the
proposed Pentland Studios near Straiton. A film studio could be a perfect fit for
our Coal Store.

Cockenzie Innovation Hub inspiring creativity
The Cockenzie site Energy Quarter and Coal Plant Powerhouse could provide
an ‘Innovation Hub’ for companies and individuals looking to set out in
business or bring their business to a new level by creating a space that inspires
them and encourages creativity.
This would provide an opportunity to invite new companies into the County
and encourage the creation of new businesses—creating both jobs and
apprenticeships. Not only a home for the software development industry (440
new tech start-ups were incorporated in Scotland in 2017, a 77% increase on
the previous year), but also some of the more emerging technologies.
Data Centres: There is an ever increasing need for infrastructure to
accommodate the modern world.
Micro brewery: (Scottish brewery industry doubled from 2010 to 2017),
celebrating our Garden County - home to the best brewing and distilling
barley in the world. Barley harvested from the Prestonpans Battlefields, SUDS
waters recycled and used in the distilling process. Yes, another off the wall
thought, but why not?
And while the proximity to highly populated residential areas may mean
Cockenzie is not the best choice for Skyrora to test rocket engines, it could be
home to component manufacturing for the space industry.

The masterplan/						
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Whilst every effort has been made to contact copyright holders for their permission to reprint material,
the publishers would be grateful to hear from any copyright holder who is not acknowledged here and
will undertake to rectify any errors or omissions in future edits.

STRATEGIC ISSUES
This section considers the key strategic
issues that have informed and shaped
the Cockenzie Masterplan. These issues
comprise the economic strategy, the
infrastructure strategy and the place
strategy.
The Cockenzie Masterplan provides the
framework to potentially address the
following key issues:
•

Potential enhanced utilisation of the
rail infrastructure, particularly with
regard the potential opportunities of
‘four tracking’ from Prestonpans to
Drem, which would create significant
opportunities for additional local (and
intercity) rail services on the East
Coast Main Line in East Lothian. Also
potential options for stations to serve
the Blindwells/Cockenzie area;

•

Potential opportunities to enhance
the road infrastructure, such as
utilising the Council’s landownership
in the vicinity of St. Joseph’s School;

•

Potential enhancement of linkages
and connectivity (pedestrian and
cycle network) between Cockenzie
and the neighbouring settlements, to
promote the uniqueness of the area to
promote enhanced activity and use;

•

Potential enhancement of the green
infrastructure utilising the quality of
the existing natural assets;

•

Potential mitigation of mine water

drainage to facilitate and enable
greater Blindwells.
Economic Strategy – ensuring that the
Cockenzie Masterplan site becomes
an economic driver fundamental to the
sustainable economic growth locally,
regionally and nationally. The Masterplan
recognises that the energy sector will
remain a key driver of growth. And the
value it creates will drive the demand that
will ultimately support other compatible
sectors and activities. Successful,
resilient and prosperous areas of the size
and scale of the Cockenzie Masterplan
need to have a diverse range of economic
activities – from retail, tourism and
recreation to serve the local population,
through to a range of businesses that take
up office and other commercial space. An
economic strategy based on widening the
economic role of the area, exploiting the
assets of the site and surrounding area
which makes this part of East Lothian
distinctive and special, will also help to
change perceptions and create an even
more attractive location for investment,
working and living.
Infrastructure Strategy – new and
improved infrastructure is key within the
overall masterplan strategy, creating the
additional capacity required to deliver a
range of opportunities linked to economic,
community and environmental themes.
Utilising the site’s infrastructure assets
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can catalyse growth and attract inward
investment. This will assist in growing the
employment base.
Place Strategy – Cockenzie and the
settlements in the surrounding area
are rich in distinct heritage, landscape,
coastal and natural assets. The ‘place
strategy’ for the Cockenzie Masterplan
–
connections,
movement,
green
infrastructure, quality and identity –
aims to promote this uniqueness to
a wider audience, and use the local
environment to foster more activity and
use. The quality of the natural assets
is well provided, but their accessibility
can be enhanced to enable their full
potential to be achieved. A port variant
to the Masterplan is also considered
in response to both the consultation
process where a cruise terminal was
raised, as well as the Council’s view
that the potential for new build port or
harbour facilities at Cockenzie should
relate to ‘energy’ development, and not
be restricted only to ‘marine renewable
energy related development’. The port
variant has been considered in terms of
its technical requirements, environmental
impacts, operational land requirements,
the market & feasibility, and potential cost
implications.

Economic Strategy – Energy +
Mixed Use
Energy
The Masterplan recognises that the
energy sector will remain a key driver of
growth. It is expected that employment
and investment in the former Cockenzie
Power Station site will be led by the
energy sector (and its supply chain), and
the value it creates will drive the demand
that will ultimately support other sectors
and activities. It is important to recognise
that it is not possible to accurately predict
the future of the energy sector. It is,
however, fair to assume that renewable
energy will become an increasingly
important component and Cockenzie is
well placed to capitalise upon this.
A priority of the Masterplan is to recognise
the role the former Cockenzie Power
Station site plays in accommodating
associated and compatible energyrelated uses, including office based jobs
in the energy sector. The site can provide
the opportunity to potentially support
energy-related companies and provide
an attractive place for their employees. It
involves Cockenzie and its surrounding
area becoming an acknowledged centre
for innovation and collaboration, as
well as a great place, where some of the
brightest people both nationally and
internationally want to live and work.
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Innovation & Smart Specialism – Low
Carbon Energy
The site of the former Cockenzie Power
Station is considered to be of strategic
national significance in respect of
energy use. The site contains significant
infrastructure assets in the form of a
connection to the national grid, a railhead
and a pier, which positions Cockenzie in a
unique position.
NPF3 passively indicates that the site
‘may’ present significant opportunities
for renewable energy-related investment,
including on-shore grid connections for
off-shore wind energy developments,
such as the interconnector for the Inch
Cape Offshore Wind Farm. Such potential
investment may provide the opportunity
for diversification that not only supports
economic growth, but also resilience
in the local economy. This masterplan
supports the creation of new spaces to
encourage collaboration and innovation in
Cockenzie.
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Skills, Training & Employment
The proximity of Blindwells new
settlement to the Cockenzie site, which
is the largest employment opportunity
site in the region, and within the highly
accessible western part of East Lothian,
where most of the area’s population is,
provides an excellent opportunity for a
sustainable ‘live/work’ model to promote
future strategic housing, employment
and inward investment opportunities.
Provision of new jobs, services and
potentially further skills and training
facilities at Blindwells and Cockenzie
would improve their availability and
proximity to East Lothian’s communities.
There is also scope to use the sites to
significantly improve public transport
provision in the area. All of this could
help reduce the need to travel, as well as
reduce related CO2 emissions.
An example of such a Centre of
Excellence exists in Witney, Oxfordshire,
where a partnership between industry
and academia has created a new centre
of excellence for offsite construction skills
and learning at Stewart Milne Timber
Systems Witney factory. Stewart Milne
Timber Systems has joined forces with the
UK Commission for Employment & Skills,
Napier* and Heriot-Watt Universities,
and industry partner’s CCG Construction
Group, to develop an offsite construction
Centre of Excellence at their Oxfordshire
manufacturing facility.

This offsite construction hub develops
industry-focused and interactive training
with the ambition of creating a highly
skilled offsite construction workforce
capable of supporting industry in
significantly increasing the use of timber
frame building methods across the
country. The Centre includes a product
gallery, conference centre, and learning
centre which gives visitors the chance
to visualise the construction process
end to end, view training videos, interact
with the latest technology and take part
in simulations. It also includes a “training
rig” to allow hands-on experience of
the real-life process of timber system
construction. The project is part of a
wider national initiative, run by the UK
Commission for Employment & Skills,
which is looking at innovative ways
to tackle the skills shortage in offsite
construction.
Offsite
construction
systems using timber frame are more
technically advanced due to the inherent
quality assurance process of a factory
environment and adoption of lean
production principles. Bringing these
advanced systems together on-site
requires a new skill level.

The project gives school pupils in the
region a head start into careers in the
industry and helps meet the growing
demand for skills.
The project builds on the success of
academies run by the college, Queen
Margaret University and local authorities
including East Lothian Council. The
academies – under the South East
Scotland Academies Partnership banner
– also give school pupils the opportunity
to study for qualifications in Hospitality
and Tourism, Creative Industries, Food
Science and Nutrition and Health and
Social Care.
*Edinburgh Napier University has been
awarded the Queen’s Anniversary Prize for
its internationally acclaimed work in timber
engineering, sustainable construction
and wood science. The prestigious award
recognises the global impact of the
University’s research into construction
innovations and reducing the carbon
footprint, and its influence on industry and
the environment.

Another example of construction skills
training closer to home, is East Lothian’s
new Construction and Technology Centre,
a joint project between East Lothian
Council and Edinburgh College, launched
on 22nd November 2016 in Musselburgh.
The project was facilitated with support
from the Scottish Futures Trust.
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Infrastructure Strategy
New and improved infrastructure plays
an essential role in the overall masterplan
strategy, creating the additional capacity
required to deliver the Masterplan
linked to economic, community and
environmental themes. A connected
Cockenzie site with high quality
transportation and utilities infrastructure
can catalyse growth and attract inward
investment. This will assist in growing
Cockenzie and the surrounding area’s
employment base and ensure East
Lothian realises its potential.
The Cockenzie Masterplan consultation
process during Stages 1 and 2 recognised
that the site is well located and therefore
with the appropriate infrastructure
enhancements could be a sustainable
location. Enhancements could include
upgrades to the rail network.

Rail
In terms of rail, the local train services
east of Edinburgh have absorbed a
250% growth in passenger numbers
over the past fifteen years, way in excess
of population growth and with little
investment in infrastructure or extra
ontrain capacity. However, this is starting
to change with significant pressure now
starting to appear in terms of on-train
crowding and also demands for more long
distance Intercity trains to pass through
the area.
Network Rail published the ‘Scotland
Route Study’ in July 2016 which is the
start of the long term planning process for

railway enhancements for the 2020s. In
September 2016, the Rail Delivery Group
(RDG) published its response to the Study
through its publication ‘Investing in the
Future: Choices for Scotland’s Railways
2019 and beyond’ and then in February
2017 it published ‘Scotland’s Rail
Infrastructure: the rail industry’s advice for
2019 onwards’. These documents provide
the evidence base that will inform funders
in Scotland when considering rail industry
investment choices for Control Periods 6
and 7 between 2019 and 2029.
PBA supported the Council in responding
to the Scotland Route Study Consultation
to raise the concept of four tracking
from Prestonpans to Drem (rather than
between Wallyford and Prestonpans as
originally proposed by Network Rail).
The responses to the Route Study and
the subsequent rail industry publications
have supported that four track option.
Should that be deliverable, it would
create significant opportunities for
additional local (and intercity) rail services
on the East Coast Main Line in East
Lothian. There is an opportunity now
to work with the rail funders to have this
option included within future funding
commitments.
This is a critical process binding Network
Rail, ScotRail, other train operators,
Transport Scotland and The Office of
Road and Rail into the decisions about
which infrastructure upgrades and
what extra capacity should be provided
over the next two control periods. This
represents a real opportunity for East
Lothian Council to influence the railway to
deliver what it needs.
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The decisions on which rail projects will
be funded in Control Period Six (CP6)
which runs from 1 April 2019 to 31 March
2024 and CP7 which runs from 20242029 will be made soon. The second
half of Abellio’s ScotRail franchise also
starts on 1st April 2019 so this is a key
time for introducing change. PBA has
reported to the Council that with the LDP
and NR Planning processes happening
at the same time, there is no doubt
that this is a rare conjunction of two
separate planning processes, which, if
the opportunity is taken, could deliver
significantly enhanced rail services to
East Lothian and deliver the wider rail
industry requirements. With a Cockenzie
Masterplan being delivered in broadly the
same timeframe, and taking account of
the road, rail and Active Travel Plans in the
area this is an outstanding opportunity.
PBA’s earlier examination of potential
options for stations to serve the
Blindwells/Cockenzie area reveals that
there are many options from relatively
minor upgrades to the existing stations
at Prestonpans and Longniddry, through
relocation of either or both of these
two stations, to the construction of an
additional new station to directly serve
Blindwells and/or Cockenzie.
The rail industry response to the Scotland
Route Study identifies 4-tracking between
Prestonpans and Drem (including
Prestonpans, Longniddry and Drem
Stations) as a realistic option. This
enhancement option also contributes
towards accommodating the 2043
Capacity and Connectivity Conditional
Outputs. Taking cognisance of the

anticipated population growth in the East
Lothian area and the economic benefit of
accessing employment and recreation
in Edinburgh, connectivity would be
significantly improved in this area of
Scotland.
The purpose of the 4-tracking between
Prestonpans and Drem is to allow
local passenger and freight services to
utilise new track between Prestonpans
and Drem in order that long distance
nonstopping services can overtake slower
trains on this section of the East Coast
Main Line (ECML). This intervention will
substantially increase timetable flexibility
and contribute towards additional
services, as well as providing regulating
capacity for freight services between
Drem Junction and Millerhill. This option
consists of the provision of two new
tracks to form passing loops via new
flat juctions between Prestonpans and
Drem stations. Prestonpans, Longniddry
and Drem stations would be relocated
on the new loops. This scheme could
be delivered as the first of several
interventions required on the East
Coast Main Line to achieve the 2043
Capacity and Connectivity Conditional
Outputs. In conjunction with a change
to the timetable, this enhancement
provides the opportunity to run additional
local services and the capability for
nonstopping passenger services to
overtake freight trains.
If the 4-tracking between Prestonpans
and Drem can be delivered, there is an
immediate opportunity to create a new
station to serve Blindwells/Cockenzie.
This would add to the time the local
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stopping trains run in the loop, allowing
more time for the overtaking inter-city
trains to get clear, thus giving greater
flexibility to the timetabling. It would also
allow more scope to reduce the impact
of late running northbound long distance
services, which are a performance risk at
present.
We have considered these issues in
proposing options to serve the Blindwells/
Cockenzie area, options which now
form a key part of the Masterplan.
Importantly,
our
discussions
with
Network Rail, who have also participated
in the Cockenzie Masterplan Stage 1
and Stage 2 Consultation Workshops,
have highlighted what can’t be done. A
passenger station located on the branch
into the former Power Station would
cause too much disruption to ECML trains
and so these tracks could only be used for
freight. But a station at either Meadowmill,
or east or west Blindwells offers many
significant benefits, including strong links
to Cockenzie.
Potential rail interventions that have been
considered as part of the Cockenzie
Masterplan process, include:
• Relocate Prestonpans station to
Meadowmill - this would involve
the construction of a modern station
at the Meadowmill roundabout and
demolition of the existing station. It
would provide fully DDA compliant
access and car parking accessible
from both sides of the railway.
Construct new access roads and
foot/cycle paths from both the new
development and the existing village.
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Retain and upgrade Longniddry
station. As NR has decided to
provide a four track railway through
Prestonpans (and almost no matter
where the four tracking is located
Prestonpans is likely to be on it) then
relocation may be a cheaper and
less disruptive solution than trying
to rebuild in situ. This site could also
serve any development on the site of
the former Cockenzie Power Station
and will also better serve Tranent
and Macmerry and may expand the
station’s catchment area. It may also
provide a better Park and Ride site
serving the A1 east of Tranent.
• A new station at the Prestonpans
end of the Blindwells site – this would
involve providing a new two platform
station with full accessibility, accessed
primarily from the south side of the
railway to the east of Meadowmill
roundabout either approximately one
and a half kilometres to the east of
Prestonpans station or slightly further
east. Significant car parking provision
would ideally be provided. This option
might be better than relocating and
closing the existing Prestonpans
station as it will better serve Blindwells
and there will be no detriment to the
existing users other than the extension
in journey times.
A green/blue infrastructure strategy
provides the potential opportunity of
redirecting mine water utilising landscape
strategy at Cockenzie, thereby potentially
expediting the minewater issue for
greater Blindwells, subject to further
investigations.

Strategic Drainage
The Cockenzie Masterplan provides the
opportunity for a strategic approach to be
adopted in mitigating potential drainage
impacts of development in the Cockenzie,
Blindwells and Tranent strategic area,
particularly with regard the issue of
minewater.
Minewater was an issue for consideration
by the Council in recently granting
consent in March 2017 at Blindwells
(Phase 1) for planning permission in
principle for remediation of the site and
creation of new settlement comprising
residential, employment, education and
commercial uses with park and ride and
rail halt facilities and associated works
(14/00768/PPM). Minewater as a result
of the previous mineral extraction of the
application site was the issue. On this
matter, the Coal Authority advised that
minewater within the site was currently
controlled by the Coal Authority under a
CAR license issued by SEPA. The Coal
Authority has the powers to carry out this
treatment, which is driven by the Water
Framework Directive. They advised that
should mine water management cease
then there would be localised flooding.
There may also be ground stability issues.
However, the Coal Authority have no
intention of ceasing the management
of minewater at Blindwells. The Coal
Authority advised that “in the unlikely
event that the Coal Authority ceased to
exist or did not receive funding for this
type of work then central government
would have to decide how such work
continued to be funded and managed”.

The Proposed ELLDP safeguards a
potential Blindwells Expansion Area.
However, an appropriate comprehensive
solution that could deliver the Council’s
vision for a larger single new settlement
at Blindwells has not yet been found and
this will continue to be sought during
the life of the Plan. If such a solution is
found, it will be set out in Supplementary
Guidance that, if adopted by the Council,
would lift the safeguard designation
and provide the context to allow an
appropriate proposal for a single larger
new settlement to be developed.
Finding an appropriate comprehensive
solution with an appropriate phasing and
timing of development and provision
of infrastructure, services and facilities
will be essential if expansion beyond the
current allocation is to be justified. The
Cockenzie Masterplan provides such
an opportunity to develop a strategic
drainage
strategy
for
Cockenzie/
Blindwells/Tranent to potentially assist in
unlocking the housing potential in the area
and deliver much needed housing and
employment.
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Place Strategy

Port Variant

Cockenzie and the settlements in the
surrounding area are rich in distinct
heritage, landscape, coastal and natural
assets. The ‘place strategy’ for the
Cockenzie Masterplan – connections,
movement, green infrastructure and
network, quality and identity – aims
to promote this uniqueness to a wider
audience, and use the local environment
to foster more activity and use. The quality
of the natural assets is well provided, but
their accessibility can be enhanced to
enable their full potential to be achieved.

A port variant to the Masterplan is
considered in response to both the
consultation process where a cruise
terminal was raised, as well as the
Council’s view that the potential for
new build port or harbour facilities at
Cockenzie should relate to ‘energy’
development, and not be restricted only
to ‘marine renewable energy related
development’. The port variant has
been considered in terms of its technical
requirements, environmental impacts,
operational land requirements, the
market & feasibility, and potential cost
implications.

The natural and cultural assets, including
John Muir Way, the Waggonway, the
Battle of Prestonpans are used in the
Masterplan as the thread to connect the
‘zones’ within the site, as well as connect
the site to the surrounding paths and
networks.
Strategic Green Network opportunities
are considered in the Masterplan to
ensure Cockenzie, Prestonpans, Tranent
and Blindwells retain their separate
identities. This will provide active travel
opportunities to link communities,
growth areas and places beyond them
together. Opportunities for recreation and
habitat creation and connection are also
considered as part of a multifunctional
Green Network.

Ports and their associated trade are
economic drivers. Trade development
is rightly considered a central pillar of
the Scottish Government’s economic
strategy. The role of ports is critical to the
impact on trade development. Investment
in new modern port infrastructure is
vital in order to allow trade to expand.
As Professor Alf Baird (Consultant in
Maritime Economics) succinctly states
in his paper, entitled ‘Increased trade
and economic growth won’t happen
in Scotland till we sort out our ports’
(January 2016).
‘…ongoing technological advances mean
the needs of international shipping and
logistics firms have fundamentally altered,
and continue to change. This requires
ports to adapt and modernise, demanding
significant investments in new port
infrastructure…’
Source: extract from Sail Scotland
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It is within this context, that a port variant
at Cockenzie is considered. The issue is
whether Cockenzie is the right location to
provide new international port capacity,
in terms of: technical requirements,
such as sea depths to accommodate
drafts of appropriate vessels; potential
environmental impacts to achieve suitable
sea depths; the land take of the port and
its compatibility with energy-related
activities to fulfil the national development
status of the site; and the potential cost of
locating a port at Cockenzie.

Technical
The jetty is unusable in its current
condition. The jetty at Cockenzie extends
145m into the Firth of Forth. At the
seaward end of the jetty the minimum
water depth is approximately 3.28 metres
admiralty chart datum.
The depth of the sea bed at a distance
of 300m from the shore is 5m and at 3.6
km this increases to 10m. These depths
severely limit the types of vessels which
could utilise a port operation (without
significant dredging).

Fishing boat

L7.5m

D0.5m

Sailing yacht

L29m

D5m

Car ferry

L50m

D3.5m

Cruise ship

L108m

D7m

RMS Titanic

L265m

D10m

Allure of the Seas

L365m

D9m

Maersk Triple E

L400m

D16m

The average drafts for different types of
vessel are illustrated to the right.

Environmental
The key environmental issues along the
coast are illustrated to the right.
There are several protected species
and habitat designations within close
proximity of the site, including the
adjacent SPA and SPA. Works within
the Firth of Forth could impact on these
and could act as an impediment to
development. Historic assets (marine
archaeology) within the Firth of Forth
would also have to be considered.
The removal of the existing jetty is likely to
have adverse environmental impacts.
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Design, Operation & Logistics
Port operations require significant
land, particularly multi-functional ports
combining cruise, ferry, freight, container
and logistics. The majority of ports
operate on a multi-facility basis to be cost
effective and sustainable.
The images on the right illustrate the land
take required at Cockenzie of existing port
operations at Leith and Grangemouth.
With regard to international security
requirements,
international
trading
is carefully controlled. There are
requirements for the transportation
of goods. International Ship and Port
Facility Security (ISPS) protocol provides
a framework in which ports trade
internationally and securely. ISPS ports
are preferred by vessel operators as there
are delays associated with non ISPS
ports; where ports do not have ISPS in
place, vessels are required to set out
detailed proof of their recent stops. Ports
are required to receive waste and check
for vessel defects. Vessel defects are
required to be reported to the Maritime
and Coastguard Authority. ISPS ports
have stringent security requirements,
including security fenced boundary and a
prohibition on public access.
These requirements would likely require
careful consideration on how we reroute
the John Muir Way and manage port
use/public access to the foreshore in the
context of a port environment.
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Leith

Grangemouth
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Market & Feasibility

Southampton Docks, England

In terms of the cruise market there needs
to be sufficient sea depth to be able to
accommodate vessels with a draft of
9 metres. Cruise operators prefer city
locations. If good transport links to
Edinburgh are provided then the site
would be advantageous. Vessels do not
consistently call at the same locations
– the cruise industry is cyclical with a
limited pool of customers who want to go
to different destinations. There are very
few global locations which can sustain a
dedicated cruise terminal. Passengers
tend not to want to stay locally and part
of a cruise operator’s business is the sale
of tours further afield from its berthing
location. For example, cruise vessels
have berthed at Dundee for the Open
at Carnoustie, however this event has
a limited occurrence. Parallels can be
drawn here with East Lothian and one off
events (e.g. a golf tournament) cannot
sustain the construction of a port facility
and its operation.
In terms of the ferry market, passenger
ferries to Europe are not considered to
be commercially viable as proven by
the cessation of the passenger ferry at
Rosyth, which is already an established
port with all necessary infrastructure
in place. Despite previous trials it has
not been possible to commence a
commercially viable ferry service between
Fife and Edinburgh, where a larger
customer base already exists.

Hanstholm, Denmark
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In terms of the Tall Ships, the event prefers
city centre locations, as experienced
when Newcastle hosted the event where

locations closer to the mouth of the Tyne
were not considered acceptable to the
event’s organisers. In addition, there can
be concerns regarding the logistics of
such events and managing commercial
traffic at the same time. The Tall Ships
event would not be sufficient to sustain a
port operation on its own. In terms of rail
connections, for direct rail connections
into ports to be viable a high volume
of goods is required to be moved on
a regular basis. Passengers for ferry /
cruise do not tend to use rail services
as the frequency cannot sustain the
infrastructure costs.

Cost & Finance
The cost of dredging to accommodate
cruise or other vessels could be in
excess of £25 million, assuming disposal
at sea was acceptable. Alternative
disposal costs could be higher. Further
maintenance dredging would be required
which again could be a significant ongoing cost. Cost sharing between
different port related uses could
potentially make such an investment
viable and could be explored.

Port Comparators
Kirkwall
Kirkwall Pier is located in the heart of
Orkney’s capital and is the main hub for
the interisland ferry routes, fishing and
dive vessels. It is home of Orkneys largest
Marina and the second commercial hub
for Orkney. The pier infrastructure offers
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over 970 metres of quay edge including
the ‘basin’ area with up to 6 metre drafts.
Hatston
Located just outside Kirkwall. The original
pier was built in 2002 and the 160 metre
extension was completed in 2013.
The longest berth is 385 metres and
offering 10.5 metre draft. In total there
is 884 metres of quay side available for
multi-purpose use. The berths are used
primarily for the arrival of passenger and
freight vessels, cruise ships, North Sea
supply vessels and vessels supporting the
marine renewables industry.
Southampton
A major dredging programme ensures
that 15.5m draft vessels - the biggest
currently afloat - can access the port on
most days of the year. ABP Southampton
handles around 14 million tonnes of cargo
each year. The port supports 15,000
jobs and contributes around £1 billion
to the UK economy. The port acreage is
approximately726 acres. The port is less
than two miles from the M27 and has
direct rail links to the main railway network
for both freight and passenger trains.
The Port of Southampton is served by
Southampton International Airport, while
Gatwick and Heathrow airports are within
easy reach.
Hanstholm
Hantsholm Port is based in Denmark.
It consists of an outer port and 8 basins.
Basins 1-3 are fishing and traffic port
basins. Basins 4-8 are dedicated fishing

port basins. Due to sand movements
on the seabed, the given depths cannot
always be expected in front of the port,
in the outer port basin or anywhere in the
port basins. As far as possible, efforts are
made to keep the approach in the lighted
area dredged to 9.0m during average
spring low tide.

Conclusion
Ports and trade are economic drivers.
However,
ports
require
ongoing
investment to ensure that they respond
to technological changes and remain
competitive. Without this, it becomes
potentially difficult to generate sufficient
trade to sustain the viability of ports.
Ports to be competitive require certain
basics – appropriate sea depth, length of
pier, number of berths, land requirement
to service multi-functional ports and
accessibility.

Hatston Pier, Kirkwall

A port at Cockenzie, albeit technically
feasible, would require substantial
frontend
investment
to
achieve
appropriate sea depths – potentially
several hundred million pounds. In
addition, it is not clear whether there
would be a sufficient market hinterland
to sustain a port at Cockenzie. There is
also the issue of whether there would
be sufficient additional land once the
‘energy requirement’ of the site is fulfilled
in accordance with NPF3, for a multifunctional port facility, aside from the
issue of compatibility of such uses,
bearing in mind stringent legal and port
operational requirements.
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MASTERPLAN
Overall Concept
The Masterplan has been devised to
address a range of issues emerging from
the earlier stages of the project, including:
•

Consultation outputs

•

Statutory and planning issues

•

Environmental considerations

The Masterplan promotes a vision for
the whole site, which is intended to be
delivered over a period in the order of 25
years. This will allow for a flexibility of use
and implementation to allow for changing
market forces and priorities, and allow
landscape and infrastructure to anticipate
built development.
A number of principles that
Masterplan embraces includes:
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the

•

Maximising
opportunities;

employment

•

Creating a high quality setting to
encourage investment;

•

Working with the grain of the place
and employing existing assets;

•

Maintaining and enhancing
character of the district;

•

Introducing new landscape amenity
features;

•

Encouraging ambitious design;

•

Improving routes, access
legibility of wayfinding;

•

Efficient development to avoid
sprawl and make the most of the
opportunities;

•

Creating a
destination;

•

Planning for future flexibility.

new

East

and

Lothian

The development shown in each zone is
connected to other zones and the wider
site context in order for the Masterplan
to form part of a seamless whole.
Landscape and route connections have
been introduced to ensure that previously
poorly accessible portions of the site can
become better used and accommodated
within the district as a valuable asset. The
disparate components of the site will be
connected in a legible way that creates
a sequence of linked places, each with
their own distinct character, which will
all provide a range of opportunities for
local people, including recreation, work,
education and training.

the
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Green Connections

Open Space Types

Existing routes will be improved and connected through and
beyond the site via a series of connections which utilise and
enhance access to open space by connecting the different
zones and adjacent open areas in a legible and meaningful way.

Different landscape typologies will combine to create a tapestry
of different spaces to complement adjacent land use and to
produce a variety of landscapes from natural to those used as a
setting for development or as a recreation location.
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Land Use

Routes

Principal land uses are indicated to show suggested
development types and their relationship to adjacent open
space and the other masterplan zones, and areas beyond the
site boundary. The distribution of the suggested land uses
across the site responds to compatibility and flexibility of uses.

New roads and potential rail access are indicated, together with
service route locations and potential new open space paths.
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Before

Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NPF3 compliant – energy and compatible scheme
Circa 90,000 sq.m employment space and circa 3,500 jobs
New green links and recreational space
Strategic connection and community access
Scale, identity, positive brand
Investment potential – phasing options
Strong community input

After

Zone 1 – Coastal
Vision
Zone 1 consists of two distinct parts
– the proposed development on the
former power station site and the
Greenhills area at Preston Links, both
to the north of the Edinburgh Road.
The development portion is proposed as
an energy and mixed-use area, and uses
could include potential opportunities
arising for offshore energy to be brought
into the site, and potentially ancillary
energy-related activities. Other uses
could include employment based retail,
recreation & restaurant, bar & café use,
with provision for a hotel and commercial
health and fitness centre. Local sports,
craft and specialised workshop activities
could include sports activity and
marine-based trades. Multi-storey car
parking is suggested to avoid sprawl
and allow efficient use of the site. Some
small scale office accommodation is
indicated, with residential – either flats
or short-term let “crash pads” shown
as part of a mixed use zone, rather than
as dedicated use in its own right, as
this is better provided elsewhere, such
as at Blindwells. Components of the
energy use suggested in Zone 2 could
also be accommodated in Zone 1.
A flexible open space has been provided
to allow for festivals, events, music,
performances, markets and other
community and commercial events. This
could be populated with pop-up and
temporary structures, and services would
be provided so that water, power and
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lighting could be integrated into the hard
landscape to accommodate these uses.
Similarly, permanent buildings could be
enhanced and expanded temporarily to
enhance these events. Units lining the
Edinburgh Road would be of a smaller
scale to reduce the impact of larger blocks
set further back, and to improve the public
realm of an otherwise long and featureless
road, allowing it to become a userfriendly street with a scale appropriate for
pedestrians and local community uses.
Public realm improvements would include
the provision of crossings, a zone for
safe cycling, verges and planting as
appropriate, and buildings and uses with
active frontages and interest at ground
floor level, connecting to routes into and
through other zones, as well as adjacent
areas such as the harbour, with which
an active association is intended to
engage and benefit. Preston Links will be
maintained and enhanced with improved
connected routes, and in particular the
John Muir Way, whose course will be
celebrated with appropriate signage
and lighting as required, and connected
better to other routes including the
Waggonway and other local paths. Where
Preston Links meets the Edinburgh
Road, there should be landscape-driven
public realm improvements to create
interest along the road edge, as well as
opportunities for local amenities such
as areas for picnics, play parks, cyclists
and other outdoor community uses.

Zone 1 Plan

Cockenzie Model Zone 1
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Model View

Development Objectives

Aerial Zone 1 Before

Principles
In developing an approach to Zone 1,
reference was made to the principles
developed during the course of the
consultation
and
the
refinement
of the scenarios against which
the masterplan has been tested.
The green framework permeating the
site is brought into and through zone 1,
improving existing potential connections
and ensuring that the harbour can
benefit from the new development
through enhanced links. Similarly,

spaces and walking routes to both
west and east of the greater site are well
served, ensuring good accessibility
and value as a community asset.
Recreation
is
addressed
through
the use of space reclaimed from the
former power station site with potential
for use as a multi-function space,
accommodating performance, festivals
and other outdoor and temporary
uses. Clearly this zone is able to act
as a catalyst for positive change.

The area around the former power station
site is a critical one for the masterplan.
The Edinburgh Road bounds the south
edge of this site and forms a key access
opportunity as well as the possibility for
an improved public realm and a buffer
against the larger structures able to
be accommodated in the zone 1 site,
as well as assisting with screening
the transformer building in zone 2.
It is intended that zone 1 contain a

variety of elements which provide
employment, recreation and retail
activities for local people, and also
the flexibility to address a wider range
of activities which could encompass
light
industrial,
manufacturing,
servicing,
workshops
and
energy
delivery or production, provided these
were part of a judicious mixture of
other uses that also complemented
existing facilities and communities.
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Development Summary
• Zone 1 is an energy and mixed-use
area which could accommodate
uses including employment (such as
office and small-scale manufacturing
or workshop uses), energy (such
as
handling
off-shore
energy),
recreation, local limited residential
accommodation as part of the mixeduse zone, retail and bar/café/restaurant
uses, marine-based activity, and hotel,
sports, health and fitness activities.

Moffett Gateway Club, USA

• This area can be accessed easily
from the Edinburgh Road for
development at an early stage.
• Zone 1 is connected to the other zones
and areas beyond the masterplan with
a network of green space and a variety
of extensive walking and cycle routes.

Bergen Fish Market, Norway

The Kelpies, Falkirk

The Angel of the North, Gateshead

British Airways i360, Brighton

Faaborg Harbour, Denmark

Aerial Zone 1 After

Opportunities
Zone 1 represents an opportunity for
several key components of the master
plan to come forward. A variety of
different uses have been suggested,
including energy related activities, and
there is scope for combining these uses
in a way that will permit sustainable
economic growth. Other initiatives may
be considered, such as components
of the energy use suggested in zone
2, should an opportunity arise for
offshore energy to be brought into the
site across zone 1, where new energy
based facilities could also become
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established as part of a mixed-use
rather than energy-dedicated area.
Options for major public art installation
should be considered in this zone, which
could reflect on the history of the area
and perhaps the former energy uses
of the site, using iconography which
could for example reflect the large
chimney structures of the power station,
and become part of a larger narrative
about the site, visible from far afield
as with other natural and man-made
monuments throughout East Lothian.
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Zone 2 – Energy Quarter
Vision
The Energy Quarter is proposed to
address the requirement for the site
to accommodate a potential range of
energy uses.
This could range from energy production
to handling power from an off-shore
location, to more passive energy types,
and other uses associated with energy
production including compounds for
electrical switchgear and transformers
and other equipment; maintenance,
workshops and manufacturing; offices,
headquarters facilities and support
uses such as small local specialist retail
and services such as cafes, shops
and restaurants for local workers
and other users. The uses along
Edinburgh Road are to reflect similar
uses in zone 1 that front on to the road.
It is envisaged that the existing
transformer building and associated
compounds and structures could be
accommodated within this zone as
a potentially beneficial neighbour to
connect with other appropriate electricalbased power sources, and it may
be possible for efficiencies of use to
suggest consolidation of infrastructure
to maximise site use and avoid sprawling
or unsightly equipment from visually
dominating the zone. The buildings,
compounds and other structures will need

to accommodate the existing energy and
electrical infrastructure including pylons
and cables, and the proposed uses
within the zone have been arranged to
ensure that appropriate set-off distances
from pylons and cable routes have been
provided, bearing in mind that there are
no residential or community uses in the
part of the zone close to these structures.
Routes around and through this zone will
be enhanced and improved, particularly
where there is an opportunity for the
adjacent residential areas to be better
connected, including safe walking routes
to school, and maintaining a zone of
open space adjacent to existing parts
of both existing settlements. Road
access would be accommodated to
the east with a new spur coming off
the roundabout on the B6371, and
from the west off the Edinburgh Road.
Zone 2 Plan

Landscape improvements will include
the introduction of surface water as a
SUDS and visual amenity, as well as
other landscape treatment initiatives,
including tree planting and ground
remodelling
where
appropriate
to create landscape features that
can be used by local residents and
workers alike. Walking routes will be
maintained and improved to create
better links with other routes and paths.

Cockenzie Model Zone 2
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Model View

Development Objectives

Aerial Zone 2 Before

Principles
Zone 2 has been masterplanned as part of
the whole site by applying environmental
as well as policy criteria, and applying the
principles emerging from the consultation
process and subsequently refined
during scenario mapping and testing.
Green networks surround and connect
this zone, which will be an active place
for employment and energy production,
serving local as well as national needs.
Buildings will be low impact and visually
unobtrusive, and designed in accordance
with the surrounding green space,
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helping to mitigate the presence of the
transformer building by enclosing it with
other lower-scale development with low
rise buildings and large green areas,
retaining and enhancing quality of life and
ensuring that the site retains its landscape
asset whilst maximising an acceptable
level
of
development
investment.

Zone 2 has the ability to fulfil the larger
site’s required energy uses whilst also
organising existing use in the transformer
building and by rationalising the spaces
around its associated compounds with
infill development, reducing the visual
impact of these structures. This zone
also has the flexibility to allow other
complementary uses and to allow
development to proceed from several
edges, giving it a market-sensitive ability
to cater for a range of opportunities.
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Development Summary
• Zone 2 is to some extent constrained
by the presence of the transformer
building, but this is also one of its
primary assets, representing the
opportunity to develop the site as
a significant energy quarter, with
energy production, handling incoming
offshore energy, and other appropriate
associated uses such as compounds,
maintenance,
workshops
and
office and other support facilities.

Natural Gas Plant, Germany

• This zone may be accessed either
from the Edinburgh Road to the north
or via a new spur from the roundabout
on the B6371 to the east to permit
work to take place from an initial
stage in the development of the site.
• Zone 2 is at the heart of the developed
part of the masterplan and is
connected to the other zones as well
as settlements and spaces outwith
the site boundary via an extensive
series of paths and linked spaces.

Geothermal Energy Plant, Germany

Aerial Zone 2 After

Opportunities
The existing assets include the
transformer building, Edinburgh Road,
and green space encompassing the zone
and connecting it to other parts of the site.
Zone 2 has a unique ability to provide
a base on the site for energy use and
it is suggested that this zone could
become an Energy Quarter. This could
be a location for low-impact energy
production, including geothermal or solar,
or other “good neighbour” uses, ie those
with low visual, odour, emission or noise
impact in contrast to the previous power
station site use. Other energy uses could

include bringing offshore energy onto
the site and integrating this with the grid
connection at the transformer building,
as well as other supporting uses such as
office or headquarters accommodation
for an energy company, and catering
or retail facilities as appropriate.
There is some flexibility of use when this
site is considered with both zones 1
and 3, with some opportunity for uses
to migrate across zones if the demand
arises. A low scale mixed use edge is
suggested along the Edinburgh Road
which will help to reduce the impact of

the transformer house but also allows
other uses such as appropriate residential
as part of mixed-use, for example for
accommodation for energy workers or
other short-term contract applications,
offering a different tenure model to
other local housing allocation. Some
manufacturing, workshop and light
industrial uses could also be located here,
particularly where these might have an
association with local industry or energy.

Saint John Paul II Building, Australia

Olive Oil Factory, Portugal
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Zone 3 – Coal Store
Vision
The Coal Store area is intended to
represent a large employment-based
zone, providing a major opportunity
to provide local jobs within the
Masterplan.
The existing bund walls and disused
railway infrastructure could be removed
and dismantled locally where appropriate
to ensure the most flexible use for this
area. Access could be facilitated from
the existing opening in the bund wall to
the east connected to the B6371. Future
provision for rail access by way of the
existing (but disused) rail spur could be
allowed for by maintaining the existing
connection until such a time as this is
either renewed, or no longer required.
It has been assumed that accommodation
to the north of the site could include
manufacturing,
light
industrial
or
workshop uses, acting as a buffer zone

to the energy quarter to the north and
beyond the bund. Further south in the
Coal Store site there is provision of
offices, headquarters buildings and
potential training and education facilities.
Complementing these uses could be
small local retail, restaurant, café and
other support services as appropriate to
these other facilities.
Landscape
improvements
would
include local path and open space
enhancements, but also the provision
of a high quality landscape amenity in
association with SUDS facilities involved
in removal of excess surface water from
Blindwells, and potentially using this
as a water activity amenity to the west
of the site. Provision of a high quality
landscape setting is seen as a critical step
in attracting major employer investment.
Zone 3 Plan

Coal Store Remediation

Partial removal of bund walls and disused coal and railway infrastructure, together with
landscape enhancements and improved access, maximises the site’s industrial legacy
in a positive way to create a setting for high quality employment uses.
Cockenzie Model Zone 3
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Model View

Development Objectives

Aerial Zone 3 Before

Principles
The design of Zone 3 within the overall
masterplan context has been shaped
as a component of a complex variety
of proposals which seek to address
and follow the principles determined
during
the
consultation
process.
Zone 3 will provide the critical requirement
for local employment, from which the
ability to deliver all other requirements

will flow. The encompassing green
space networks will be improved, with
bund structures left from the former
industrial use being remediated as
appropriate to create a high quality
environment
that
will
encourage
investment and promote well-being.

Zone 3 is the metaphoric, if not literal,
power-house of the development,
facilitating jobs whilst creating a
remarkable and unique landscape
for a range of settings, from light
industrial, though to office and HQ
potential, as well as outdoors recreation
and
water-based
pursuits,
using
the diverted excess surface water
from north of the site, reused as a
valuable asset and visual commodity.
The development can be contained
within the Coal Store area, allowing a
degree of flexibility of use where such
containment may be appropriate to

mitigate
neighbouring
sensitivities.
Equally there is sufficient space within
this area to allow a banding of uses from
north to south so that buffer zones can
be created both within this zone, and
between this area and zone 2. However, it
is intended that the creation of a very high
quality surrounding and encompassing
landscape will assist to maximise
investment and thereby quality, assisting
also in the creation of an adjacent
recreational-based use, encouraging
a variety of uses and attracting
people to live, work and invest locally.
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Development Summary
• Zone 3 is an employment zone and
contains the capacity for a range
of uses from light industrial and
manufacturing to the north, acting as
a buffer zone to the energy quarter,
through to office, education and HQ
uses to the south, with a flexibility
of gradation of use according
to market forces and phasing.

Brooklyn Park Visitor Centre, USA

• This zone may be accessed from
the B6371 to the east to using the
remodelled existing coal store access,
which means that development
may commence at any stage of
the realisation of the masterplan.
• Zone 3 represents a significant
component of the development,
containing the highest density of
employment uses, as well as some of
its most powerful landscape assets.

Battlefield Centre, New Jersey

Aerial Zone 3 After

Opportunities
Zone 3 is at the heart of the site and
enjoys a post-industrial landscape setting
of potentially very high quality. Some
remediation of the bund walls may be
beneficial but is not necessarily essential
to allow development in this area, though
it has been shown elsewhere (e.g. at
Edinburgh Park and Gogarburn) that
the creation of a landscape asset of high
quality can encourage investment and
a similarly high quality of development.

This could act as a catalyst, together
with other site benefits such as good
infrastructural connections, a local
indigenous potential workforce, and
an attractive marine environment, for
a really strong local employment area
which would help to create a place
with a full spectrum of assets, from
landscape, jobs, recreation through to
potential for a very high quality of life.

Headquarters Building, Switzerland

Factory Building, Chile
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Gallery of Modern Art Landform, Edinburgh
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Zone 4 – Battle of Prestonpans
Vision
Zone 4 is not intended as a location
for major development, but rather
as a landscape asset that retains
and celebrates the battlefield site by
facilitating access and maintaining
and improving the setting of the
Waggonway and other local features.
The railway spur would retain the ability
to be considered for re-use to serve the
larger site, or could revert to a landscape
amenity should this use no longer be
required. Pathway connections would be
formed to overcome this existing barrier
to allow pedestrian and cycle access
across this part of the site. Woodland
and planting would be introduced to the
west of the site to reinforce the existing
green network and to provide a range of
open space typologies for community
use and to enhance local wildlife habitats
and routes. Agricultural use could be
maintained provided that this was
compatible with other ambitions for the
site. Better links to the battle viewpoint
and to Meadowmill, as well as the
continuation of the Waggonway south to
Tranent, would be encouraged. Better
crossings at the B1361 would be formed
to improve site edge permeability.

Zone 4 Plan

Cockenzie Model Zone 4
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Model View

Development Objectives

Aerial Zone 4 Before

Principles
Zone 4 is primarily a landscape zone and
is not intended to contain development
in the form of commercial buildings.
This zone represent the safeguarding of
many of the landscape assets of the site
and will thereby contribute significantly
to its green nature and to the flow of
connected paths throughout the site. The
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preservation and enhancement of the
battlefield sites and important routes to
and through it such as the Waggonway
are critical components of the overall
site’s character, and will complement
other more intense uses in other zones.

Zone 4 will create opportunities for
the battlefield site and the postindustrial landscape character to be
used separately and in conjunction
as an accessible and significant
celebration of the history of the area.
Routes to existing features such

as battle monuments, the battle
viewpoint and other adjoining areas
of historic and natural significance will
be improved, with new paths, road
and rail crossings and public realm
enhancements applied to increase
connectivity and ease of wayfinding.
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Development Summary
• Zone 4 is landscape zone used
for battlefield and other green
space access as well as potentially
agricultural
use
as
current.
• This zone is accessible on foot and
cycle from a number of directions
but improvements are proposed
to link other existing attractions
in a legible and meaningful way.

General Maister Memorial Park, Slovenia

• Zone 4 acts as a green lung to
counterbalance some of the other
more intensely developed zones,
and also has the potential to provide
rail infrastructure into the larger site.

Emscher Park Cabins, Germany

Aerial Zone 4 After

Opportunities
The railway spur running through the
site represents an opportunity for rail
access to be established for zone 3
and potentially serving the larger site.
Should this opportunity not be taken
forward, than this could be used as a
landscape feature much as at Emscher
Park in Germany or at the Parc de
la Villette in Paris, both successful
post-industrial
landscapes
with
significant
employment
investment
incorporated within the larger area,
and a substantial draw to visitors.

Parc Andre Citroen, Paris

La Villette, Paris

Emscher Park Water and Pylons

Thames Barrier Park, London
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High Level Socio-economic High Level Order of Costs
Impacts
An Initial High Level Order of
A high level assessment of the potential
economic impacts of the proposed
Cockenzie
Masterplan
has
been
undertaken. An economic impact model
has been built to establish gross and
additional jobs and GVA generated by the
Masterplan.
The Masterplan is estimated to generate
approximately 3,348 gross FTE jobs,
1,639 of which will be additional for East
Lothian and 1,021 for Scotland as a
whole. The gross jobs were estimated
based on the HCA Employment Density
Guide, thus development projects of
a similar nature and size are expected
to create a similar number of gross
jobs. In terms of additional jobs, these
were calculated with the application
of additionality assumptions that were
based on the study area’s baseline
profile, and will therefore be unique
to projects in East Lothian. This is
based upon approximately 100,000
GEA sqm (excluding car parking and
residential). Additional GVA is estimated
at approximately £66 million at East
Lothian level and £56 million across the
country. This is considered realistic when
compared with other energy + mixed use
developments over a 25-year period.

Cost
Estimate of the Masterplan based on
approximately 100,000 sqm indicates
a cost of approximately £393 million
with contingencies of approximately
£59 million generating a total cost of
approximately £452 million (April 2017
Base).
Further detail is provided in Appendix E.

Further detail is provided in Appendix D.
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